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METHODSINTRODUCTION

• The processing of auditory speech and nonspeech stimuli has been shown to differ at

the neural level. This difference was mostly investigated using oddball paradigms. [1]

[1]

• H3: Do stimulus features such as speech in contrast to nonspeech also influence task-

related ERP components (such as ERN – error related negativity [2] and CRN – correct

response negativity [3])?

 We developed a speech-nonspeech discrimination task with auditory stimuli shifting

gradually from speech to nonspeech followed by performance feedback.

DISCUSSION

Participants: 

• 24 healthy, right-handed German native speakers (12 females, mean age: 24.8 ± 2.8 yrs)

Stimuli: 

• speech sounds:  German vowels /a/ and /a:/ 

• nonspeech sounds: spectrally rotated versions [5]

 morphed into each other in 10% or 5% steps

• Ambiguous sounds

Speech - nonspeech discrimination paradigm: 

• Task: Is the stimulus speech or nonspeech?

• Performance feedback: 

correct, incorrect or uninformative

• 520 trials in 5 blocks

EEG methods: 

27 actiCap Ag/AgCl electrodes

Ref: averaged mastoids

500 Hz sampling rate

Data analyses: 

auditory stimulus locked:

• 3 x 2 ANOVA: SAN (speech vs. ambiguous vs. nonspeech) x Length (short vs. long)

response locked: 

• 3 x 2 ANOVA: SAN (speech vs. ambiguous vs. nonspeech) x Correctness (correct vs. 

incorrect)

H1: Are these processing differences between speech and

nonspeech also persistent when performing different tasks?

 Kuuluvainen et al. (2016) reported a larger N2 for

nonspeech compared to speech and a larger N4 for

speech compared to nonspeech. [1]

 We found the same pattern of results even though we

used a different task than the oddball paradigm.

 As expected, the processing differences between speech

and nonspeech could be replicated in our speech-

nonspeech discrimination task.
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ERP Peak Time Window Electrodes

N2 227 ms 192 - 262 ms Fz, FCz, Cz

P3a 300 ms 265 - 335 ms FCz, Cz

N4 374 ms 339 - 409 ms FCz, Cz

P3b 450 - 700 ms Cz, Pz

ERN 28 ms -7 - 63 ms Fz, FCz

EEG RESULTS – auditory stimulus locked
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SAN Length SAN x Length
(speech / ambiguous / nonspeech) (short / long) (speech / ambiguous / nonspeech) x (short / long)

SAN x Correctness 
(speech / ambiguous / nonspeech) x (correct / incorrect)

• Kuuluvainen et al. (2016) reported auditory processing

differences between speech and nonspeech following

the standard stimuli in an oddball paradigm investigating

auditory evoked potentials such as P1, N2 and N4. [1]

• H1: Are these processing differences between speech

and nonspeech also persistent when performing

different tasks?

• H2: Do these processing differences shift from speech

to nonspeech or are these differences related to a

categorical processing?

• Prior research revealed ERP components such as

N2 and P3 (P3a & P3b) to be related to cognitive

control. These components are expected to

additionally occur in this speech-nonspeech

paradigm. [4]
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EEG RESULTS – response locked

N2: F(2,38) = 4.23, p < .05, ηp
2 = .18

P3a: F(2,38) = 8.06, p = .001, ηp
2 = .26

P3b: F(2,38) = 9.46, p < .001, ηp
2 = .33

N2: F(1,19) = 6.31, p < .05, ηp
2 = .25

N4: F(1,19) = 5.38, p < .05, ηp
2 = .22

P3b: F(1,19) = 5.74, p < .01, ηp
2 = .23

nonspeech short vs nonspeech long:   p < .05

ambiguous short vs. ambiguous long:  p < .05

nonspeech short vs. unsure short:       p < .01 
speech long vs. ambiguous long:         p < .01

Correctness: F(1,19) = 31.52, p < .001, ηp
2 = .63

SAN x Correctness: F(2,38) = 11.82, p < .001, ηp
2 = .38

H2: Do these processing differences shift from speech to

nonspeech or are these differences related to a categorical

processing?

 In the N2, speech and nonspeech differ from each other,

but the ambiguous stimuli do not vary from either the

speech or the nonspeech condition.

 In the P3a and P3b, ambiguous stimuli are processed

differently compared to speech and nonspeech, whereas

those do not vary from each other.

 These results suggest that the processing differences

shift gradually until 250 ms following stimulus onset and

afterwards ambiguous stimuli are processed differently

from speech and nonspeech.

H3: Do stimulus features such as speech in contrast to

nonspeech also influence task-related ERP components

(such as ERN)?

 The processing differences of speech and nonspeech

influence the ERN with a larger difference between the

ERN and the CRN in the nonspeech condition compared

to the speech condition.

 Ambiguous stimuli did not reveal any difference between

correct and false responses and the ERN and CRN are in

between the correct and the false responses of the

speech and nonspeech conditions.
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